
Affordable protection and more
A straightforward design provides less sensitivity to policy changes  
and more predictable performance.

Affordable universal life (UL) insurance protection is important; however, there is more to consider in a product 
than just price. You should have confidence that it’s built for the long-term with flexibility to handle events that 
may occur along the way, such as crediting rate changes or missed premium payments. Not all UL policies are 
designed equally when it comes to handling life’s unplanned events. 

What happens when the realities of life differ from what’s assumed on an illustration?

We put some leading UL policies to the test.

Impact to premiums if interest rates decrease

Sales 
idea  

Principal Universal Life 
Provider Edge IISM

When circumstances change, what once 
looked like the low-cost option may not 
always be the case.
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Principal UL Provider Edge II
John Hancock Protection UL 19
Penn Mutual Protection UL
Prudential Founders Plus UL (2019)

Assumptions:  
Male, Age 55, Preferred Non-Tobacco, $1 Million Face Amount, 
Protection to Age 121

*  Guarantee rate: Principal - 1.0%, Prudential - 2.5%,  
John Hancock - 2.0%, Penn Mutual - 2.0%
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Check out more comparisons
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For financial professional use only. Not for distribution to the public.

All guarantees and benefits of the insurance policy are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. They are not 
obligations of, nor backed by, the broker/dealer and/or insurance agency selling the policy, nor by any of their affiliates, and none of them 
makes any representations or guarantees regarding the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.

Insurance products issued by Principal National Life Insurance Co. (except in NY) and Principal Life Insurance Co. Plan administrative services 
offered by Principal Life. Securities offered through Principal Securities, Inc., 888-774-6267, Member SIPC, and/or independent broker/dealers. 
Principal National, Principal Life and Principal Securities are members of the Principal Financial Group®, Des Moines, IA 50392.

Some policy provisions and riders are subject to state variation and additional charges.

Not FDIC or NCUA insured 
May lose value • Not a deposit • No bank or credit union guarantee

Not insured by any Federal government agency

Principal, Principal and symbol design and Principal 
Financial Group are trademarks and service marks 
of Principal Financial Services, Inc., a member of the 
Principal Financial Group.
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 Let’s connect      Call the National Sales Desk today at 800-654-4278, or your Life RVP.  

Principal UL Provider Edge II is affordable, but may not always be the lowest premium. It offers value 
that goes beyond price with a straightforward design that enables consistent performance even 
when life doesn’t go as planned. 

The data shown in these comparisons is taken from various 
company illustrations. Competitor information is current and 
accurate to the best of our knowledge as of March 2021. The 
comparisons in this communication are of different products 
which vary in fees, expenses, features and benefits.

The comparisons cannot be used with the public.

Impact to protection if a premium payment is missed

Protection Age when 
premium is paid in all 

years

Protection Age when 
year 30 premium is 

skipped

Decrease in protection 
age from skipped 

premium

Principal UL Provider Edge II 121 115 6 years

Penn Mutual Protection UL 121 114 7 years

Prudential Founders Plus UL 121 109 12 years

John Hancock Protection UL 19 121 100 21 years

Assumptions: Male, Age 55, Preferred Non-Tobacco,  
$1 Million Face Amount, Protection to Age 121 Focusing on price today, 

may sacrifice flexibility 
for the future.


